
R.D. 2007



Alcohol: 12% by vol, RS: 3.78/l, pH: 2.95, total acid: 7,05/l
vintage Cap Classique bottle-fermented sparkling wine: 

51 % chardonnay, 26 % pinot noir, 23% pinot blanc

KRONECAPCLASSIQUE.CO.ZA

Deep, incandescent gold. An unfolding complexity, a 
sense of time passed. Rich notes of autolysis, buttered 
toast, brioche and roasted nuts joins ripe pears, 
gingerbread, nutmeg and honey. Radiant and lithe, 
exotic notes of pickled lemon and Moroccan spice, 
honey-bush tea and sun-warmed hay. On the palate, a 

tug between citrus purity and time-hewn butterscotch, 
crystallised and dense, a gravitational pull between 
youth and maturity with dried apples and pears, 
hazelnuts, almonds; a saline sapidity thrumming 
right through. The richness tempered by an inherent 
freshness and elegance, a hallmark of the 2007 vintage.

TASTING NOTES

The alchemy of nature is at play here. The duality 
of flavour—aged yet fresh—calls for dishes that 
equally play with the senses. Dry aged T-bone steak 
with a piquant salsa verde. Its vibrant precision 
begs for a cheese board featuring hard, washed 

rind and bloomy cheeses with slices of fresh green 
apple and pecan nuts. Seafood: smoked, raw, 
char-grilled, are all perfect preparations to dial up 
the R.D.’s intensity. 

FOOD PAIRING

This unique Cap Classique spent 13 years resting on 
the lees in the underground cellar before disgorge-
ment took place. The anti-oxidative qualities of the 
yeast cells protect the wine from oxidation as well as 
perform alchemic reactions that enhance flavour and 
texture. Disgorgement is a core process in the tradi-
tional method of making Cap Classique. It involves the 

removal of the frozen sediment, which naturally collects 
in the neck of the inverted bottle, as it is slowly hand-
turned in the process known as remuage. Delaying the 
disgorgement allows the wine to age in contact with the 
lees layering it with richness, power and weight, while 
still retaining freshness and vigour. The dosage in the 
R.D. has been kept low to maintain this freshness.

VINTAGE-ONLY CREATION

A vintage of extremes. An ice-cold winter gave the 
vines ideal resting conditions; the dormancy period 
followed by a cool, damp spring, which revitalised dry 
soils. A successful budburst and flowering produced 
small, healthy bunches. A duality at play, the summer 

was as hot as the winter was cold, early harvesting, a 
prerequisite for making MCC, preserved acidities as 
well as the delicate aromas and flavours of the grapes. 
Light autumn rains also helped to preserve acidity 
and aromatics, lending a fresh elegance to the vintage.

VINTAGE CONDITIONS
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